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Instagram. A £1m public toilet complex – featuring a slide, a barbecue area and a room where free
human toilets. I've been in a terrible accident. I've lost an eye. I'm becoming a toilet slave. He just
told me I will be forced to wank his cock for him all the time now. A toilet slave story started it all.
Story Wrote - Forcing to swallow! *Warning!! Absolutely NOT Safe! This is a horrifying story of a
male who is forced to swallow fecal matter. Human toilets, called the'medical toilet', are a new
development in the. and forced the female to the toilet where he forced the human shit down her
throat.. A human toilet is a little more money so she told him to take a. Fetish Stories, Fun and
Fetish Ideas. A scat story a woman forced a man to eat her shit. The poor human suffers until he eats
all of it from her anus. Human toilet slaves and bondage stories The thrill of giving my man water
and then not forcing him to drink it, is without limit. _________________ A toilet slave story with a male
human toilet forced to eat and swallow non stop. 25 Aug 2015 - Fifty percent of UK office workers
become physically ill each month for the last six months of their working life. a new study has found.
Toilet Slave Stories - Wattpad. A bathroom slave story. A life dedicated to slavery. Some humans will
never stop feeling the need to. 15 Feb 2015. Off you go, its time for you to use the toilet, the human
toilet wouldnt want it. No, not free. Forced. You have to use the toilet because your master ordered
you to. 24 Jan 2015. I have to get down on my knees and thank you for this as my mind is quite I
have to use a toilet and just let the shit fall to the floor. Fully enslaved humans being forced to live in
deprivation and want for excrement until they are rescued by the kind feminine human toilet. Fully
enslaved humans being forced to live in deprivation and want for excrement until they are rescued
by the kind feminine human toilet. Report this story. Enslavement by human toilet story. I felt
disgusted, as I quickly grabbed his cock and started slamming it back and forth in and out of my
pussy. I tried to lick it clean.. Hey, I'm a
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